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How to go to eHoshin

• Either via [www.eHoshin.org](http://www.eHoshin.org)

• Or directly on [commoneHoshin.herokuapp.com](http://commoneHoshin.herokuapp.com)
  (this is the app to which ehoshin.org will redirect you)
Then, Sign In – select “Create an account”
Fill in your details
(User Name without blanks)

Welcome to eHoshin

Username
JohnSmith

Password
******

First name
John

Last name
Smith
Get started

Create or join a team

Some existing ones

- Lean2040
- ITconference2017

Your own Hoshin here

Hoshin of the next 25 years of Lean “Real Stuff”

Hoshin for the next IT Conference Organisation “Exercise”
Exercise 1: Toyota Europe IT Conference 2017 organisation
User management for eHoshin
Exercise 2: Lean2040 Contribution

Hoshin: Lean 2040

1. Expansion of Lean to New Organisation Types

Target:
- Create a catalogue of applications of Lean
- Create a model to apply Lean to new organisation types
- Demonstrate the model with new organisation types
- Make improvement suggestions on existing implementations of Lean based on the model

Leader: Pierre Masai

References: None

Create a new theme

Name:

Leader:

Target:

Links:
Exercise 3: create your own hoshin

Create or join a team

BirthdayParty

Create

Some existing ones

Lean2040
ITconference2017